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2018 - “Charlie November” Restoration Completion
2018 will see our historic B-N Islander G-AVCN, often referred to as “Charlie
November”, emerge fully restored as a high quality static exhibit. At present
the plan is to have the formal unveiling on Saturday 16 June, 2018, at
BNAPS’ restoration workshop near Ryde. This will be some 53 years and 3
days after the first flight of the prototype BN-2, 50 years since Islander
G-AVCN flew Aurigny Air Services inaugural passenger flight and just over
18 years since G-AVCN was repatriated to the UK from Puerto Rico.

Bringing it all together for June 2018

The next few months will present even more of a challenge for the restoration
team – that of bringing all the many parts of “Charlie November” together ready
for its first public appearance on 16 June.

In this issue of BNAPS News:
Part 2 of “Flying with Britten-Norman” by Colin Newnes - Pages 13-21
50 Years of Aurigny Air Services – Pages 22-28
Wight Aviation Heritage Tours – Page 31
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BNAPS Supporters Fund Raising Appeal - January 2018

2010

2018

2016

Dear BNAPS Supporter,
All will no doubt be eagerly looking forward to seeing our historic Islander emerge as a fully
assembled high quality static exhibit in 2018. This achievement will be a credit to the restoration
team of volunteers that has enabled the project to go from strength to strength since the project
was restarted in March 2010. Thanks go to all who have generously supported the project over the
years.
Fund raising is still of critical importance to enable completion of the restoration work in 2018 and
to ensure safekeeping of our restored Islander G-AVCN pending availability of a suitable place on
the Isle of Wight for it to be on public display.
If you wish to support the fund raising appeal please contact BNAPS by e mail bob@bnaps.org.uk or
Telephone 01329 315561. All donations large and small will be gratefully received.
Yours sincerely,
Bob Wealthy, Britten-Norman Aircraft Preservation Society Chairman

Aurigny Air Services 50th
Aurigny Air Services was founded by Sir Derrick Bailey and started operations on 1
March 1968 after British United Airways withdrew the Alderney to Guernsey route. It
operated Britten-Norman Islander aircraft originally, developing a highly efficient
network linking the Channel Islands with each other and with France and the United
Kingdom. During the first year of operations the airline carried 45,000 passengers
between Guernsey, Jersey and Alderney.
BNAPS will be celebrating Aurigny Air Services 50th at an event on 3 March, 2018,
when our restoration workshop will be open to visitors from 1200 until 1600. Also
there will be an exhibition about Islander G-AVCN’s service in the Channel Islands and
the Caribbean and the work done by BNAPS restoration team since 2010.

Initially Islander G-AVCN was operated in the colours of Glos Air and not long
afterwards it appeared in a definitive Aurigny Air Services colour scheme as seen
here. This is the scheme that will be used for our restored Islander (BN Historians).
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G-AVCN Restoration Progress Report
November 2017 – January 2018
1. Fuselage The two new passenger seat bases have been fitted with foam. Seat
cushion covering material that is an acceptable match with the existing passenger seat
covers is being sought.
Progress continues on refurbishing the interior trim panels for pilot’s door and the two
passenger doors. The original door cards have been brought back into place and the
trim retention rails are being riveted into place in preparation for fitting the new trim
panels. (See Pic. 2)
2. Wing Most of the Access Panels on the top surface of the wing have now been fitted.
Two Access Panels were missing and replacements have been manufactured. (See
Picture. 3)
The trailing edge fixed structures between the flaps and the ailerons have been finally
aligned and riveted in place.
The fibreglass rear bay closing angles have been installed along the starboard side flap
and aileron shroud trailing edges. (See Pictures. 4 & 5)
Minor patch repairs were made to several small tears in the aileron and flap shroud
skins. These skins have been paint stripped and cleaned ready for etch-prime.
The wooden wing support frames have been raised in order to bring the wing leading
edge to a comfortable working height. (See Pictures. 6, 7 & 8)
All of the lower surface leading edge skins forward of the spar box need to be fitted,
with the exception of the port wing outboard skin (W/S 199 to W/S 259), which is
already in place, and the two drop-down panels between the fuselage and engine
cowlings, which are fitted.
The five remaining leading edge skins, two for the port wing and three for the
starboard, are available, either as refurbished original skins or as replacement skins.
(See Picture. 9)
3. Ailerons and Flaps These are painted and stored in preparation for trial fitting when
the wing is completed.
4. Elevator Repair work on the starboard end of the elevator has continued. The
damaged elevator trim tab has been removed and the replacement trim tab has been
stripped of several layers of old paint and etch primed ready for installation. (See Pics
18 & 19)
5. Landing Gear Landing gear components have been top coat spray painted. One of
the main undercarriage leg fairings has received attention to take out a dent around the
door catch.
A set of wheels with tyres have been selected for use and the wheel are in the process
of being cleaned up and etch primed ready for top coat painting. (See Pictures 12, 13,
14, 15, 16 & 17)
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4.
5.

6. Engine cowlings Lower half engine cowlings have been inspected and necessary
refurbishment work identified, this work is ongoing. (See Pictures 18 & 19)
7. Propeller spinners Surface preparation and detail remedial work has been
completed, items now await top coat spray painting.
9. Top Coat Spray Painting and Finishing The next batch of items to be top coat
spray painted includes:
Main under carriage leg fairings, elevator and trim tabs, top half engine cowlings.
Aurigny heraldic lion logos have been made and will be applied to both sides of the fin.
(See Pic. 20)
10. Missing Items List The list is in the process of being re-compiled, a number of
detail items are still required, the most significant being four bearings to make up a full
set for the flap and aileron hinges.
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G-AVCN Restoration Progress Report
November 2017 – January 2018 (continued)
The following series of captioned photographs show the results of some of the work
undertaken in the last period:
Picture 1

One of three access
platforms purchased for use
by the restoration team and
now put to good use.

Picture 2

Paul Thomasson has
continued with production
of refurbished door trim
panels.

Picture 3

Patrick Gallagher continued
with the major task of refitting the multitude of
access panels on the wing.
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G-AVCN Restoration Progress Report
November 2017 – January 2018 (continued)
Picture 4

Phil Slater (left) and Mark
Porter make use of the
new work platforms to
enable access to the wing’s
trailing edge.

Picture 5

Mark Porter (centre) and
Bob Ward continued
installing the closing
angle along the wing
trailing edge

Picture 6

Some of the team
members are seen
here assessing how
best to position the
wing to allow the
leading edge skins to
be installed.
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G-AVCN Restoration Progress Report
November 2017 – January 2018 (continued)
Picture 7
The result of the
assessment was to
raise the support
frames on building
blocks as seen on the
left. This allowed the
wing leading edge to
be positioned at a
reasonable working
height.

Picture 8
General view of the wing
after it had been lifted and
placed on blocks. Also the
wing was moved to a
central position in the
workshop. This anticipated
a later stage when the
wing will be lifted to the
horizontal to allow the
fuselage and wing to be
correctly placed at the
start of the final assembly
phase.

Picture 9

Leading edge skin sections
are now being made ready
for installation
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G-AVCN Restoration Progress Report
November 2017 – January 2018 (continued)
Picture 10
Rebuild of the end section
of the elevator and mass
balance housing is nearing
completion.
A new trailing edge section
has been made by Bob
Wilson to replace the
damaged part.
Also Bob Wilson has made
a new elevator tip joining
strip with a second strip to
follow.

Picture 11

Steve Cooley prepared the
surface of the replacement
elevator trim tab for etch
priming. Once primed, the tab
will then be installed by
Maurice Dyer.

Picture 12

Various landing gear
parts after top coat
spray painting.
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G-AVCN Restoration Progress Report
November 2017 – January 2018 (continued)
Picture 13

Landing gear parts
after top coat spray
painting

Picture 14

Nose landing gear
wheel fork after top
coat spray painting.

Picture 15

Main landing gear axle
after top coat spray
painting
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G-AVCN Restoration Progress Report
November 2017 – January 2018 (continued)
Picture 16

Steve Cooley dressed
out a depression in one
of the main landing
gear leg fairings and
repaired a door catch
that had been bent out
of shape.

Picture 17
Paul Brook has selected a
set of wheels for use and
has started the work of decorroding and surface
preparation. Seen here is
the first wheel processed
that has been top coat
painted as a test piece.
Corroded brake discs have
been dismantled and will
be skimmed, although the
braking system will not be
activated for the final build

Picture 18

Lower half engine cowlings
have now been inspected
and work to rectify surface
crazing and delamination
is under way.
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G-AVCN Restoration Progress Report
November 2017 – January 2018 (continued)
Picture 19

Bernie Coleman carried
out repairs to the top half
engine cowlings where the
end sections of the grp
structure had been
damaged. Some
strengthening was added
to this area as it is a weak
point.

Picture 20
With the wing raised to
allow easier access to the
leading edge, work has
now got under way to decorrode and remove old
paint from parts of the skin
and to generally clean up
the frames and panels.
Installation of new and
refurbished wing skins on
the upper and lower side
leading edge will follow on
from this work.

Picture 21

Bob Wilson has organised
production of vinyl
Aurigny Air Services
heraldic lion logos. The
logos will be applied to the
fin when positioning
details have been
confirmed.
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G-AVCN Restoration Progress Report
November 2017 – January 2018 (continued)
Work planned for the next period through to end of March 2018
Wing:
Complete trailing edge closing angle installation. Refurbish or fabricate
replacement leading edge access panels/fresh air inlets (port and starboard). Continue
with de-corroding and removal of old paint from various detail areas of the wing and
etch prime ready for top coat spray painting.
Fuselage: Continue with the door internal trimming and marking out for cheat lines.
Install fin, rudder and rudder trim tab.
Passenger Seats: Source matching covering material and get covers made.
Landing Gear:
Continue to source the missing items for the nose and main
undercarriage legs. Assemble nose and main landing gear components. Refurbish
wheels and prepare, etch prime and paint. Start fitment of the wing tips.
Engine Cowlings Baffles, Bearers and Exhaust System: Complete the shortage list
and continue the process to source/manufacture missing parts. Refurbish engine
mounting frames and support struts. Refurbish engine cowlings and prepare for top
coat spray painting.
Flying Controls: Complete elevator end section repair and install replacement trim
tab.
General: Apply Aurigny logo graphic to fin. Top coat spray painting of main landing
gear fairings and selected areas of the wing while it is in the vertical stands. Prepare
the engine cowling upper sections for top coat spray painting.
Devise procedure for turning the wing through 90 degrees to its normal orientation in
preparation for lifting and fitting to the fuselage.
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across the mountains, and after landing at the
strip found that the new, luxury hotel was a
very attractive, “Hollywood-imitation” of
a
“Beau-Geste”- style, French fort. We were
invited to a sumptuous lunch party, and I found
myself sitting across the table from two of my
passengers, who somehow seemed familiar to
me. They were both gracious and friendly, and
responded to my host-like attention. It was
later that I realised that my recent years of
being too busy to watch television, had
prevented me from recognising Richard
Chamberlain - “Dr. Kildare”, and Rudolph
Nureyev the dancer.

Part 2 of “Flying with Britten-Norman”
completes the fascinating account by
Colin Newnes of his time flying B-N
Islanders in the UK and many parts of
the world. Thanks go to Diana Newnes
for kindly giving permission for BNAPS
to publish Colin’s story.

Part 2 Flying with Britten-Norman
(1970 -1971)
1970
The year started with routine flying from
Bembridge; the production rate was improving
and new aircraft financing plans were bearing
fruit and the pressure for addition sales was
increasing. There were now several new salespilots and production pilots, and as the staff
numbers grew my role was changed to that of
Technical Sales Manager.

Later that afternoon at the Police Chief’s
invitation, we made a short flight to another
air-strip at Zagora, where we were invited to
visit the local Sheikh in a genuine mud-walled
fort. He declined a flight in the Islander but
gave us mint tea in the shade of lemon trees at
his palace and provided camels to take us back
to the aircraft. Altogether it was a wonderful
experience - “the Islander makes friends” - type
of visit, and I thought Morocco in February was
the right place to be - not “February fill-dyke” in
England. No sale resulted and I think the
“demonstration” was planned for the benefit of
our two celebrity passengers, who otherwise
would have been subjected to several hours of
a hot and dusty coach-ride across the
mountains.
Later, of course, a proper airport with a runway
capable of operating B-737s, was built at
Ouzazate, and maybe we had performed a
route-proving
service.
We
also
visited
Casablanca, Nouvasseur and Anfa, Fes and
Ouja. At the time B-N did not sell Islanders in
Morocco, although a number were sold into
near-by Mauritania. [Ed: B-N did sell 14 BN-2Ts
to the Moroccan Gendarmerie and a single preowned civilian Islander, C/N 673, CN-TCC, was
acquired by the operator Sud in 1982.]

Islander G-AXDH, C/N 70,
(Chris England)
In February there were sales enquiries from
Morocco and Algeria and it was decided to make
a series of demonstration flights in that region.
Accompanied by a new young sales-pilot
responsible for the Region, Chris Elliot, I flew
G-AXDH to Rabat-Ville, via Bordeaux, Madrid
and Gibraltar. This airfield was close to the city
and the Royal Palace, and as it was the base for
the Royal Flight aircraft, it was the ideal place
for demonstrating the Islander.
The local
Dornier agent had a Skyservant there so we
had competition. We received great help from
the British Embassy, and made some good
initial contacts. Our agent asked us to fly the
aircraft to Agadir to demonstrate it to the local
Club Mediterranee, who had opened a new
hotel-resort in the desert oasis of Ouzazate,
across the Atlas Mountains from Agadir. They
needed an aircraft to fly clients from the main
Agadir Airport, to their new resort, which at
that time had a short gravel air-strip. The
interior was closed to casual visitors, but we
were to be accompanied by the local Chief-ofPolice. We loaded the aircraft with passengers
and made the one and a quarter hour flight

BN-2A-21 Defender 5T-MAZ, C/N 576, is
one of the aircraft delivered to the
Mauritanian Islamic Air Force (BN
Historians)
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We then flew to Oran and Algiers to meet the
Government-owned General Aviation Service,
which supported the oil industry. They were
polite, well informed, but not very interested.
They had a fleet of Beech Queen Airs and
wanted the higher cruise speeds these offered.
Also they had already built airstrips of more
than adequate length, where needed.
The
Islander’s short-field performance was no
advantage and as a socialist-funded operation,
the lower operating costs did not matter.
Nevertheless they allowed us to make a flight
into the interior, to the oilfields at Hassi
Messaoud, for route-proving purposes, this
being of interest to the Commercial Counsellor
of the British Embassy, Chris and myself.

establish Islander aircraft sales to third level
airlines in Virginia, such as Cardinal Airlines,
and Virginia Air Cargo. The Royal Navy attaché
in Washington, Captain Glendinning, had also
organised a demonstration for the US Air Force
at Davison field near Washington and the US
Army at Fort Rucker, Alabama. I met Jerry at
Fort Lauderdale and flew with him in his
demonstrator Islander to Charleston and
Washington. We met Glendinning and two days
later flew to Davison and Quantico Fields. The
weather was bad for the demonstration with
about a 600 to 800 ft. cloud base, but we
discussed the aircraft with a group of Air Force
pilots and took them for a simple, short flight,
encouraging them to do the flying.

We flew back to Bembridge via Palma and
Marseilles; which proved to be a challenging
flight. After becoming airborne at Palma, ATC
changed the flight-plan route requested, to that
used by the airline jets, and routed us via
Menorca. The extra distance to be flown was
critical, and we then found that an unforecast
Mistral was blowing, and the strong headwinds
were crucial. I spent the flight calculating
‘Critical Points’ and ‘Points of No Return’, with
Gerona
and
then
Perpignan
becoming
alternates down-wind, until within sight of
Marseilles - navigation calculations not normally
required for intra-European flights. We stopped
at Toussus Le Noble for a demonstration flight
near Paris, before continuing back to the Isleof-Wight.

US demonstration Islander N672JA C/N 11,
is seen here in Tri-State Aviation colours
(BN Historians)
Later it was reported that the demonstration
was a disappointment, since I had not given a
dazzling display of aerobatics! Apparently Neil
Williams had done just that when he was
demonstrating the Jetstream, and had given his
hosts the impression that all British test pilots
did the same! (When we first took the Islander
to the States, it had been impressed on me by
Desmond, that the aircraft was not to be overdemonstrated, and Alex Muller forbade any
such aerobatic flights in his demonstrator
aircraft. He had been strongly influenced by
the accident that occurred to the de Havilland
Dove in the early 1950s when it had not
recovered from a poorly flown demonstration,
with one engine shut down. He said that this
accident killed all the potential sales, and gave
Beech time to design their competitor - the
Queen Air.)

BN-3 Nymph G-AXFB as flown 10th March,
1970 (BNAPS Collection)
On the 10th March I was invited to fly the new
BN-3 “Nymph”, a single-engine, four-seater
which I thought to be a delightful little aircraft.
It had a simple and novel method of
construction and should have had a successful
production life - but it was not to be.

I then flew the aircraft to Fort Rucker, where it
was planned that I meet John Britten, who was
to give two presentations to the Army.
Unfortunately John was delayed, so I had to
give an impromptu presentation myself - to a
very high-powered audience, without any
preparation or visual aids.
Luckily I had sat
through several of Desmond’s and John’s
presentations, and I was able to recount from

During March a series of demonstration flights
were planned to support Jerry Leeds of Alamo
Aircraft of Fort Lauderdale, who had become an
energetic B-N dealer.
He was helping to
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memory their salient points and stories. John
arrived that evening very tired and the next
morning at breakfast asked me to repeat my
presentation as he did not feel up to it.
To
give the speech with John listening to his own
remarks, was not easy, and I was not as fluent
as the day before. When the General, as the
senior officer, rose to propose a vote of thanks
he realised my dilemma, and kindly said, “That
must have been difficult for you - to preach a
sermon, with Christ sitting in the front row!”

after I left the company, this was ignored and a
front-gun/rocket pod installation was designed
and fitted. I doubt that it was ever practical.)
During this visit I had refuelled the aircraft enroute, at the smallest airstrips that I could find,
since I liked the simple GA communities that
typically operated a Pawnee for crop-spraying
and an Aztec as an air-taxi, and were so
friendly to visitors. Also of course this was the
market into which we should have been selling
the Islander! John realised what Gerry and I
had told him before, that Jonas Aircraft were
not doing this effectively; since he was able to
prove for himself that these small operators
knew nothing of the Islander. Yet they
recognised it’s practical, low-cost design, ideal
for their purposes, when they had had the
chance to see it. This experience determined
him to set up Alamo Aircraft as a full distributor
in competition with Jonas Aircraft.

We made a series of demonstration flights,
taking the Islander with a full load of
passengers into the landing strips in the
exercise areas, used by the Cessna Bird-dogs,
carrying forward air controllers.
The Islander
performed flawlessly, and the Army pilots were
impressed - and they appreciated the twinengine reliability. I also learned another lesson
about demonstration flying. We had changed
pilots at one of the dirt-strips, and as all the
Army pilots seemed very capable, I was
relaxed. We took off with a full load from this
strip which had trees all around it. The
acceleration was too slow, and I realised that
the new pilot had planted his big army boots on
the brake pedals. I took control and hauled the
Islander over the trees, flew the circuit and
landed before allowing the army pilot another
go. We were both impressed!
Fort Rucker itself was very impressive. There
were literally thousands of helicopters there,
and the first detail of the day was amazing as
they dispersed to the multitude of satellite
strips and airfields, for the day’s training. It was
like looking at a mechanised locust storm.
Even the small Bell helicopters had a simple
form of collision warning system fitted, to cope
with
the
numbers.
We
thought
the
demonstration had gone well, but no sales
resulted; for as with the British Army they were
wedded to helicopters and did not want a cheap
alternative.

Cushioncraft CC7 as test driven in April,
1970 (BNAPS Collection)
In early April, I had the experience of landing
the Islander on the Bembridge beach at the
time of low spring tides, and driving the new BN Cushioncraft. This was being sold to Air
Gabon and the interplay of French logic with the
CAA’s rigid control of hovercraft certification
was entertaining. (The CAA insisted on defining
a maximum All-Up Weight, yet the only effect
of weight when operating over water was a
reduction in cruise speed, and Air Gabon was
planning to use the craft on the Oguo river.
They refused to accept a limitation that only
had a commercial - not safety - effect).

John was invited to visit the Fairchild factory at
St.Augustine and so we went there on the way
back to Fort Lauderdale. We were shown the
remarkable Fairchild C-119F Packet aircraft,
converted for ground suppression fire with a
broadside of 20mm and 30mm cannon. That
evening during a conversation at dinner, the
armed version of the Islander was born. (Later
I demonstrated to John - using the Bembridge
sea-mark as a target - that whereas the
Islander’s manoeuvrability was not adequate
for aiming front-guns in a dive; but it could
circle it’s ground-target, aiming sideways-firing
gun(s) quite easily, by the use of ailerons and
rudder,.
A simple, side-door, machine-gun
installation was mocked-up by ML Ltd.; but

The next Islander demonstration was to the
Army Air Corps. Some officers perceived the
need to replace the single-engine Beaver
aircraft in due course, and the twin-engine
Islander
could
meet
the
operational
requirements, as well as IFR operations in
peace-time - which would be advantageous.
A visit was made to Middle Wallop on the 20th
April; a presentation given and a series of
demonstration flights laid on. The interest this
aroused was killed when the Brigadier thanked
me for my efforts, but reminded his audience
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that nothing was to be proposed for further
fixed-wing aircraft in the Corps, since it would
undermine
his
attempts
to
get
more
helicopters.

the propeller on one engine was removed and
the aircraft took off and completed the flight as
a single-engine aircraft!
To show that an
Islander - at light weight - could do the same,
we went to Thorney Island an airfield close to
Bembridge, which had a long runway with a
clear take-off path over Chichester harbour and
the sea. With the starboard engine stopped and
feathered, we made a careful take-off, without
any drama. Sometime later I was told that an
Israeli Islander, had made a similar take-off
from the desert, although in the heat of that
place its performance must have been
marginal. Perhaps this feat had been made in
the cold air of a desert night.

Islander G-AYCU, C/N 169, was used for
the April 1970 Boscombe Down trials
(BN Historians)
However this visit did start a UK Government
interest in the aircraft. Shorts had already had
the Skyvan appraised by Boscombe Down, so
that their reports could be used as sales
propaganda for potential foreign buyers. B-N
decided to follow the same procedure. I visited
Boscombe Down and planned an operational
trial of the aircraft - since the handling trials
would be short and simple. C Squadron were to
operate the aircraft from the grass at Boscombe
Down and fly a series of simulated freight and
passenger trips into the Army’s airstrips on
Salisbury Plain. Both the proper test-flights and
the operational flights were a success. (The
only problem was when a keen, but silly, pilot
said he planned to conduct spinning trials with
the aircraft, and he was hurt when John Britten
vetoed it!)

Example of one of several Islanders
supplied to Israel (BN Historians)
At the end of April the results of my Norwegian
tour bore fruit, and the first Islander was sold in
Norway (LN-RTO) to AS Norvings at Kirkenes.
It was flown to Oslo for Certification Tests, and
I routed via Edinburgh and Stavanger to Oslo. I
then made a series of flights from Fornebu and
Eggemoen, for the DCA and to check out the
company’s pilots, incidentally showing off the
Islander’s capabilities in snow and ice.

A number of pilots were cleared to fly the
aircraft which received considerable praise, and
impressed the maintainers by requiring only a
replacement artificial-horizon instrument and
some brake-pads, during the whole time they
had it. (I think this was about 50 hours). A
marketing plan was then made to target all the
Beaver aircraft in service throughout the world,
since the Army had warned us that the supply
of Pratt & Whitney engines was causing worry.
Shortly afterwards an Israeli pilot, then a
student at the ETPS, visited Bembridge asking
to fly the Islander. He perceived it to be a good
replacement for the Cessna Bird-dogs used for
liaison and covert operations by the Israelis.
He asked whether the Islander could take off on
one engine (following an engine failure, or more
probably – battle damage). To get the downed
aircraft back to base would be most useful.
Desmond had told me a story about the AeroCommander in its early days. To prove that it
could carry out a flight with one engine failed,

Islander LN-RTO, C/N 142, that was delivered
to Kirkenes in April 1970 (BN Historians)
In May I went to San Francisco for the “NorCal
STOL” demonstrations. This event had been set
up by a new and energetic Islander dealer, Bill
Connolly of STOL-Air in the Oakland area, who
proposed a STOL aircraft service connecting the
various communities around the San Francisco
Bay region. Oakland airport was the main scene
of action and the participating aircraft were
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introduced to the public by means of a small air
show. Several disparate aircraft took part: Piper
Cub, Helio Courier Stallion, Turbo-Porter and
the only two real contenders for passenger
service, the Twin Otter and the Islander. This
time I decided that the main purpose of the
event was publicity, so I gave my developed
Farnborough display. It succeeded, but I had
my knuckles rapped by the FAA “for exceeding
60 degrees of bank: that is, acrobatic flight”. By
exchanging flights I was able to sample the
Helio Super Courier, and was most impressed it must be the best of the American singles - it
certainly was one of the most expensive.

I was asked to fly him from Southampton to
Bembridge.
Guards
and
Bands
were
(metaphorically) paraded, and the flight was
made timed to the second, as stipulated in the
brief. Afterwards I received a very nice handwritten “thank-you note” from Uncle Dickie.
As a result of John Britten’s visit to Fort
Lauderdale, Jerry Leeds of Alamo Aircraft was
awarded a full distributorship for the Islander.
He was asked to take on additional pilot and
engineering expertise for this task, and he
asked me to join him. Life at Bembridge was
due to change. Gerry Maynard had gone: and
Brian Partridge, after having reconstructed the
Sales Department, had to hand over to the new
marketing director Sir Mark Norman. Mark’s
plan was to expand the department, by taking
on more staff, and move the whole department
to Dover Street in London - “to be close to the
City and Government”. I profoundly disagreed
with this philosophy, and therefore decided that
I could help B-N and exert the greatest
influence, by joining Alamo and becoming a
distributor since John’s and Desmond’s
greatest strength was that they listened to their
customers.

We flew the aircraft to the airfields selected for
the service; Crissy - close to the Golden Gate
Bridge - Monterey, Lake Tahoe, and for a finale,
to the CalExpo State Fairground in the centre of
Sacramento. This was an example of the
typical, unemotional use of light aircraft in the
USA.
CalExpo had a huge car-parking lot, and one
row of the park - between high street-lamps had been cleared of cars so that the aircraft
could use it. It was bounded by shops, offices
and houses, without clear approach-paths. The
only operational constraint was that the park
was drained of rainwater by corrugating the
surface with large waves, and the “runway” was
across these waves. It made the undercarriage
suspension system work hard. (The difference
between the FAA and the CAA was exemplified.
The FAA did not allow more than 60 degrees of
bank to be used in flight, yet the CAA would
have thrown a fit at the suggestion that a
downtown parking lot could be approved for
passenger air services)!

It was a great blow to my domestic life and a
great disappointment to my wife - but I could
not stomach the alternative, of living in a
London
suburb
and
commuting
by
Underground. I had a very difficult interview
with John, who threw me completely by saying
that he too had doubts about the new
marketing department plans! Years later I
realised that all I had had to do was to ask John
for a different, or more lowly, job in order to
stay with the company at Bembridge. If my
convictions were correct, then the new sales
venture would fail - as indeed it did. With John’s
and Desmond’s blessing I accepted Jerry’s offer
- and emigration to the USA, and the freedom
and common-sense life of the American general
aviation scene beckoned.

At the beginning of July the first Islander for the
second Norwegian operator, Forde Fly AS, was
given its C of A and delivered.

On the 18th August we decided to leave for the
United States in style, and deliver a new
Islander (N867JA) to Jonas at Fort Lauderdale,
so Diana and I left Bembridge and all our
friends, to fly to Shannon to have the ferry
tanks fitted.
We routed via Reykjavik to
Narssassuaq, where due to cloud on the ice-cap
we had to fly round Cape Farewell into
Narssassuaq, and Diana was entranced with the
fjordland scenery. (I had given her Nevil
Shute’s book “An Old Captivity” to read, to whet
her appetite, before we left home.)
We
continued on to Goose Bay, having problems
with the ferry-kit radio installation during a bad
weather approach, and then left for Gander for
refuelling. We also planned to refuel again at

Islander LN-VIW, C/N 179, was delivered to
Forde Fly in July, 1970, (BN Historians).
Earl Mountbatten of Burma made a visit to the
Bembridge Lifeboat Station on the 3rd July, and
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Yarmouth in Nova Scotia, but the weather was
too bad and after two aborted ILS approaches,
we had to return to Halifax.

much larger flaps and drooped ailerons. The
slow flying capability was most impressive.
I had not realised it when I joined, but the
American GA industry was about to enter a
major depression and the expected Islander
sales-boom did not materialise. Jerry and I
started an energetic programme to interest the
new third-level airlines that were being formed.
A helpful journalist, Lester Geiss, published a
specialist magazine, “Commuter Airline World”
at Fort Lauderdale, and we befriended him. We
sold one of the Robertson-Cessnas to a doctor
with his own island airstrip in the Bahamas,
with the intention of selling him an Islander in
due course, and we promoted the “airborne
Land Rover” concept to a young millionaire with
aviation interests, who lived nearby. We also
kept in close contact with the existing
customers, Cardinal Airlines and Virginia Air
Cargo. (This latter operation was fascinating as
it was the original concept for the airline parcels
service. It predated Federal Express and was
probably the inspiration for Joe Smith).

Islander N867JA, C/N 186, was delivered to
the USA in August, 1970, (BN Historians).
Since the forecast down the east coast of the
States was for good weather, we left on the
long night-flight to Florida and Diana played her
part as a reliable auto-pilot, enjoying the nightscene and lights of Boston and New York as we
made our way south. We stopped for more fuel
and a break in the flight at the little airstrip at
Florence in Georgia, before continuing on to
arrive at Fort Lauderdale and our new life, just
after breakfast time.

We also made a great effort to woo a new
airline at Chattanooga - “Volunteer Airlines”,
away from their intended purchase of Cessna
400s. I used N100JL to good effect, flying
route-proving flights over their proposed
network and assisting with the operations
planning. The two founders were young retired
air-force pilots, who understood the practical
problems of aircraft loading and CG position.
Cessna oversold their aircraft and Alamo won
an order for two new Islanders. I then learned
the frustrations of being a distributor, because
even though I could badger Brian Partridge
directly, there was a production problem at the
factory and these two aircraft were late for
delivery, with serious consequences to the
fledgling airline.

I started my new career at Alamo, learning how
to run a “one-man-band” office, and managing
the
sub-contracted
engineering
and
maintenance work.
Alamo had a new
demonstration Islander, (N100JL c/n 178), in
the new colour scheme devised by Jerry Leeds,
but painted with ‘Alumigrip’, and with a more
luxurious interior. It was fitted with the latest
Bendix radio-fit, under the supervision of the
local Bendix factory.

One interesting flight was to deliver an Islander
to Puerto Rico. I refuelled at Great Exuma
Island in the Bahamas, and then as I flew along
the southern chain of islands, I heard a faint
radio call to the “twin-engine aircraft flying over
Mayaguana Island”. A look at the chart showed
that the aircraft was probably me. It seemed
that a Bonanza had run out of fuel and made a
precautionary landing on an old disused
wartime airfield. I landed on this uninhabited
island and met a pleasant but worried American
couple, beside their aircraft.

Islander N100JL, C/N 178, demonstrator was
delivered to Florida in September, 1970,
(BN Historians).
I looked after this aircraft most carefully and I
have little doubt that it was the best Islander I
ever flew. Alamo also had several trade-in
aircraft, an early Navajo, a Cessna 185 and two
Robertson-Cessna U206s. These were most
interesting aircraft with STOL modifications,
consisting of a drooped leading-edge extension,

The ‘Good Samaritan’ used a convenient
Islander feature and taxying so that the wing
fuel tank sump on one wing was over the
Bonanza’s tank filler, a quick transfer of fuel
could be made. We then went our respective
ways. Alamo did not receive a letter of thanks!
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At the beginning of December the NATC
(National Aviation Trader’s Convention) - the
third-level airline association - held their annual
convention at the Diplomat hotel at Hollywood,
just south of Fort Lauderdale. It was intended
that manufacturers would display their aircraft
at Opa Locka airfield nearby, but we decided to
show off and bring an aircraft to the convention
hotel! Jerry arranged to hire a block of carparking slots outside the hotel front entrance,
where we could park N100JL, and I planned to
fly the aircraft on to the car-park early one
morning when it would be empty.

explore the slow-flying qualities and singleengine handling.
I was able to fly into most of the air-strips local
to Miami to show off the Islander, and to see,
for example, the Pitts Specials being built, and
conduct pilot training details. I had one shock
to my ego during this time. Air Force pilots in
the US were considered to be true professionals
- they automatically had Air Transport Ratings
on their licences, and therefore had some
status in the GA community. This was not true
in the UK where in the civil world most Service
pilots were considered to be fool-hardy, young
tyros. Service experience counted for little in
obtaining a Commercial Licence or ATPL. One
day at Fort Lauderdale one of the FBO owners
looked at a DH125 bizjet parked nearby and
said to me “What would you give to be able to
fly that!” In earlier years, compared to the
systems complexities of a Buccaneer, or the
skill needed to short-land a Scimitar at Lee-onSolent, a DH125 would have been considered a
“kiddie-car”. I decided that I had to get an
ATR, and some big aircraft experience. Jerry
offered to help finance me with the ATR, but in
the time I had, I got no further than obtaining
the regulations and syllabus.

This resort was a series of large hotels strung
along the beach, with car-parks and gardens
between them.
We measured the car-park
which was 430 ft. long; with a landing over a
low sea-wall, and with a low hedge and sidewalk with telephone wires at the inland end!
There was normally a sea-breeze blowing and
so we landed at 6 am at day-break when it was
calm. It was really quite easy, but we did not
get the surprise publicity intended, since no-one
believed we had done it - it was assumed that
we had brought in the aircraft by road
overnight. Therefore we took off on the last
day, in the middle of the morning with a good
10-15 knot sea-breeze head wind. No problem and we had a good audience! Can you imagine
the CAA allowing such a public stunt? The local
FAA office did not turn a hair after we had
explained what was intended and demonstrated
for them a few sample short-field landings. The
only operational glitch was that I called up for
taxy clearance at Fort Lauderdale International,
just before sunrise, and could not get a Special
VFR clearance due to lifting fog/low cloud! I
could not delay for an hour or so waiting for the
cloud to disperse, since I could not contact
Jerry who was keeping the car park clear! I
had to file a local flight that just happened to
end with a landing at the hotel!

The DH125 brought back memories of
flying the FAA Buccaneer and Scimitar and
inspired thoughts of gaining an ATR licence.
At the end of March I was asked to assist B-N
by offering an Islander, owned by the boatbuilding millionaire Howard Hughes, for
Canadian Certification. I flew the aircraft from
the Hughes factory at Centralia to Toronto to
meet the Canadian D.o.T.

This year I flew the Islander for 277 hours, and
7 other types of aircraft in the log-book.
1971
The New Year opened with a number of local,
routine flights demonstrating N100JL, delivering
the Robertson-Cessna U206 to Palm Beach, and
test-flying the first Islander for Volunteer
Airlines. At the end of January I was able to
demonstrate the Islander to a remarkable
woman pilot, Jerrie Cobb.
She managed a
missionary flying service in Columbia and was a
well-known American pilot who had been
selected as a prospective Mercury Astronaut.
She wanted to see all the Islander’s qualities as
a bush aircraft, so we flew to the local small
airstrips such as Belle Glade, so that she could

This exercise did not go well. I was tired and
irritated by the open hostility to the aircraft
shown by the D.o.T. test-pilots. They were
dismissive of the Islander’s good handling
qualities and openly supported the de-Havilland
Twin-Otter. (At this time the Islander was
making inroads into the Twin Otter’s markets as
it was less than half the price to buy and
operate.) To me they were not - or were not
behaving as - professional test-pilots, and they
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were not graduates of a recognised test-pilot
school.

by Peter Cadbury to fly his Islander with him,
for a series of visits to the Paris Air Show.

The weather was not good - poor visibility in a
light drizzle from a cloud-base of about 3,000
ft. When they tried to measure the singleengine climb performance, it was not good due
to the high humidity, and did not meet the
flight manual figures. They would not accept my
explanations, and suggested that the UK CAA
had agreed to the manufacturer’s fudged
performance data. What rubbish this was - we
had not carried out a serious test-flight with the
aircraft being weighed and calibrated, in
optimum conditions! They claimed not to know
the USA FAA criteria - that flight tests could be
performed in the Nevada desert in dry air - the
conditions under which their Canadian aircraft
were measured.
The result was that the
aircraft failed and it required a later visit by Jim
Birnie and Andy Coombes, to achieve
certification. I was too much influenced by the
American, German, French and Norwegian
process of ratifying the UK C of A, which I had
been a party to. I was naive and it was the first
time I had met such partisanship in favour of
the home industry.

Trislander G-AYZR, C/N 279, as entered for the
London –Victoria air race in August 1971
(BN Historians)
I spent only a month with the UK agent; the
prospects looked grim, and on the advice of one
of the company’s customers, I quit before a
serious problem arose.
In loyalty to the
company, I had turned down an invitation to
pilot Hugh Astor’s Trislander in the British
Columbia Air Race - I much regretted this, for it
was an honour to be invited to do so.
I had been asked for professional advice and
help in writing the operations manuals for two
Islander operators, one on the Isle-of-Wight
and one at Hurn, both looking at cross-channel
and air-parcels services. To save time and to
ensure the best result, I went to Glasgow to see
Duncan McIntosh to ask if I could buy, or
plagiarise the Loganair manual.
His counter
offer was: “I need a pilot for two months to
work in Orkney; if you will do this for me, I will
let you have the manual”.

At the end of April Alamo Aircraft was sold to
Jack Kennedy of Danair International. At the
time I had not been able to take up any equity
in the company and had no influence on the
sale. Since I was one of the assets of the
company I was offered a salaried position with
Danair - reporting to Ralph Porterfield the VicePresident. I did not have any confidence in
Porterfield, although I liked and respected Jack
Kennedy. Also I had not acquired a goodenough credit rating to live on in Florida as
salaried staff. (A few months later Ralph left
Danair and I was told I would have been the
new V.P. - Law of Pure Cussedness!).

Then another career decision intervened - John
Britten offered me a short-term contract as a
Company test-pilot to carry out some hot and
high trials at Asmara in Ethiopia. Since this
could lead to a permanent position I was much
interested. I tried to schedule both jobs but
neither John nor Duncan would change their
programmes: I had committed my time to
Duncan McIntosh and I had to decline John’s
offer which I later much regretted.

I had been offered the position of Sales
Manager of the UK Islander distributor, and I
made another bad career decision - we decided
to return to England.
The time in the States
had not been wasted, as my experience had
been broadened and I considered that I was
one of the most experienced aircraft salesmen
available. (We had the opportunity to drive
Howard Hughes’ Winnebago-style mobile-home
from Florida to Ontario, and thus we parted as
good friends, after the Canadian Certification
fiasco.)
On my return home to the Isle-of-Wight, Jim
Birnie welcomed me with an invitation to fly the
Trislander. I was very pleased with it: I had
been standing at John’s drawing-board during
the Saturday morning when it was conceived,
and will always remember what a privilege that
experience had been. I was then commissioned

The result was that I spent the remainder of the
summer, flying the Islander in Scotland.
I
spent a week at Glasgow being checked out for
inclusion on the Loganair AOC, and then left for
Kirkwall to meet Andy Alsop the resident Senior
Pilot. I then spent two months working with
Andy, flying the very specialised Orkney islands
services I had first become involved with when
I joined B-N. The operation was almost
impossible to carry out in accordance with the
AOC flight-operations manual, since there was
only the VOR let-down procedure at Kirkwall
that was approved in IMC/IFR. In all normal
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conditions the flying was therefore made at low
level in contact with the surface. Andy set very
high standards, and I found the operation quite
challenging at first. The service was the lifeline for the islanders, and they were very
appreciative of our efforts. (The stories of this
time would fill a book in themselves.) Typical
memories are of loading an Islander with
passengers, and then passing in cardboard
boxes of hot newly-baked bread, to be carried
on their knees - for delivery to the next island.
Or flying in 60 knot winds, when it was possible
to make a vertical landing and the wheels only
made about two revolutions on touch-down!

Andy Alsop (second right) with Loganair
Islander G-AVKC, C/N 4, at Westray in 1969
(Ken Foster).
Both Andy and Alan were exceptional - the UK
aviation community had little to learn about
genuine bush-flying, with these two exponents
on hand. I learned a lot from both of them.

Captain Duncan
McIntosh OBE,
Loganair
Managing
Director,
in a Loganair
Islander.

Loganair Islander collecting the vet at
Foula in 1971(Ken Foster)
Non-airline-type flying, such as while on a
routine service, low flying over an islet with
grey seals and their cubs - where they would be
culled - in order to drive them to a nearby islet
where they would not: with the passengers’
great approval!
As well as the scheduled services, the aircraft
was on standby for ambulance or emergency
flights throughout the twenty-four hours – a
typical request being to fly an injured patient to
Aberdeen for specialised hospital treatment.
We also flew a number of charter-flights to local
airfields such as Thurso, Fair Isle and
Sumburgh. Loganair had set up a similar
service at Shetland with Alan Whitfield as the
Senior Pilot. He was another very experienced
pilot, who set up the Shetland services,
including the building of a new air-strip on the
remote island of Foula, almost single-handed.
As a result the island community was saved by
the air-service and it prospered.

At the end of my time Duncan offered me a
permanent post at Orkney, but I did not feel
that I was ready to give up the struggle to
achieve some eminence in my chosen
profession.
Life in Orkney was appealing Diana came and spent a week with me and was
delighted with the islands and people - but in
truth we had only experienced the best two
months of summer weather - we had not
suffered a winter there.
I reckoned that I was now the most
experienced Islander pilot in the world - surely I
could put this experience to some good
purpose? It became quite obvious that to be
accepted by my peers, I had to take the
examinations for an ATPL, so I returned south
to London for a crammer course at “Avigation”,
and the examination in December. This closed
one chapter in my flying career and opened
another.

On one memorable day I was asked to fly as
second pilot with Alan, when his aircraft was
chartered by a rich industrialist and his bride,
who were on honeymoon and wanted to see as
much of Western Scotland as they could in one
day’s flying. We flew from Kirkwall to
Stornoway; then south at low-level in glorious
weather to Iona, before landing at Mull for
lunch. Then back to Orkney via Stornoway,
with Alan giving a wonderful guide-book
commentary along the way.

© CRN 10/04/06
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Postscript to “Flying with Britten-Norman”
From Colin Newnes’ own words it is clearly evident that
he played a unique part in promoting the Islander and
made a major contribution to its outstanding world-wide
success.
From his time as a fast jet pilot with the Royal Navy
Fleet Air Arm, when he was tested to the limit in
bringing the Scimitar strike aircraft onto the moving
deck of an aircraft carrier in demanding conditions,
Colin’s piloting skills and resourcefulness were applied to
good effect when he joined Britten-Norman in 1967 as a
test pilot.
Commander C. R. Newnes RN, CEng,
MIMechE, MRAeS.
21 April 1933 – 2 October 2017

BNAPS is privileged to have been given permission to
present Colin’s story to a wider audience and we can
only stand back in admiration of his achievements and
his personal qualities of modesty and a true gentleman.

Neil Harrison’s Memories of Colin Newnes
I first met Colin on 11 August 1967 when I was an editorial staff writer on “Flight” magazine and
had flown into Bembridge in the Flight Beech Baron G-ASDO at the invitation of John and Des to do
a handling report on the Islander. Colin and I got airborne in G-AVKC for 90 minutes whereupon he
let me loose for 30 minutes solo.
We met a few days later at Kirkwall in the Orkneys for the formal launch of the Islander into
commercial service on the 16 August. After the speeches Colin and I took G-ATWU on a tour of the
airstrips due to be served including: Stronsay, Sanday and North Ronaldsay.
While all this was going on I was serving out my time on “Flight” in anticipation of joining John and
Des working as project manager on the Nymph. However, when the time came for me to move to
Bembridge on 2 September 1969 I was greeted with the news that the Nymph was on hold and to
save the company it was a case of all hands needed to develop new markets for the Islander all
over the world. For the next two years Colin and I saw quite a lot of each other one way or
another.
Although we sold a lot of Islanders and
established
agencies
and
dealerships
the
production backlog was building faster than we
could get new Islanders into the hands of eager
customers. And so, along with many others, I was
told that the company was going into
administration and that my services were no
longer needed.
Straight away I contacted Harold Bamberg of
Eagle Airways fame who held the sole
distributorship for Beech Aircraft in the UK and
Scandinavia. Beech was on the verge of rapid
expansion with the launch of the King Air series of
twin turboprops and Harold said right away yes
please do come and join my sales team. Some 18
months after I joined Eagle Beechcraft who
should appear at our Leavesden base but my
long-lost pal Colin eager to fly Beechcraft - which
is what he did for a few years. We did many trips
Colin (left) and Neil with the
together but one sticks out in my memory above
matching fur hats (NH).
all others and that was to ferry a new King Air
E90 G-BBKM from Wichita to Leavesden.
I had just completed a one-week conversion course at the factory including a 3 hour handling flight
when on the 22 November 1973 Colin and I departed Wichita routing via Detroit, Quebec, Goose
Bay Labrador, Narsarssuaq Greenland, Reykavik Iceland , Luton to Leavesden. During our stop in
Quebec Colin wisely suggested that we went into town to buy some warm clothing - which we did
including a matching pair of fur hats, I still have mine!
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Aurigny Air Services 50th – In the Beginning………
Aurigny Air Services was formed in February
1968 to restore air links between Guernsey,
Jersey and Alderney that had been operated by
British United (Channel Islands) Airlines.
Withdrawal of this service left Alderney
somewhat isolated without an air link. To rectify
this situation the island's governing body set
about finding a replacement operator and Fred
Morton,
a
member
of
the
committee
responsible for provision of air services, was
charged with finding a suitable aircraft that
could operate cost-effective services, and an
airline to run them.

and Desmond "You build the Islander and I'll
buy it".
In 1968 Aurigny Air Services became the
second airline, after the Scottish airline
Loganair, to operate the Islander on scheduled
services when Islander C/N 3 G-AVCN made the
first scheduled passenger flight from Alderney
to Guernsey with five passengers on board on 1
March, 1968
The early days of Aurigny operations were
understandably hesitant as nobody knew much
about running an airline. The Islander was a
new, relatively untried aircraft and every
passenger had to be weighed before final
payloads could be calculated. There was no
printed timetable or proper reservations system
- flights were simply put on when passengers
wanted to go. The plan was to operate until all
passengers had been carried each day, and
from the outset flexibility was very much the
key. Employees were expected to tackle any
task,
including
arranging
reservations,
baggage-handling, weighing passengers, and
basic aircraft checks.

Sir Derrick Bailey (right) and John
Possnicker, Aurigny’s first manager.
His investigations soon took him to the Britten
Norman Aircraft Company, at the time a
relatively new aircraft company that was busy
putting the Islander into production. The
Islander seemed ideal for the inter-island route,
and the company put Fred Morton in touch with
Sir Derrick Bailey, a businessman and keen
aviator living on Alderney.

Alderney Airport c1970
In Alderney a shed originally acted as an office,
although this was to be replaced later by a
portable cabin. These temporary buildings
would be Aurigny's uncomfortable, cramped
headquarters for more than 21 years - ideal in
the summer, but unpleasant during the cold,
wet and windy winters.
From this modest start Aurigny Air Services
passengers numbers increased steadily year by
year to a stage where a larger aircraft was
needed that had similar characteristics to the
Islander which had proved so successful in
getting Aurigny “off the ground”.
The article that follows gives some insight into
the way Aurigny Air Services developed over
the next few years after the first scheduled
passenger flight was made on 1 March, 1968.
A complete history of Aurigny Air Services is
beyond the scope of BNAPS News. However, it
is understood that a definitive history of
Aurigny Air Services may be published later this
year.

Glos Air’s B-N Islander C/N 3, G-AVCN –
delivered 13 August, 1967 (Chris Unitt)
Originally a Herefordshire farmer, Sir Derrick
Bailey had previously set up Glos Air, which
operated Islanders between Staverton and
Ireland. Enthusiastic from the start, Sir Derrick
saw there was an urgent need for a new air
service to the island. Sir Derrick was acquainted
with John Britten and Desmond Norman and on
seeing the potential for the right airline
operating the right aircraft linking Alderney with
the other Channel Islands, he took an active
interest in the design and development of the
BN-2 Islander. He is reputed to have told John
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‘Aurigny Air Services Success Confounds Sceptics’
Based on an article written by Jack Dwyer for Britten Norman News Issue
No. 16, Autumn 1974
A third-level airline based on the tiny British Island of Alderney off the French coast has
confounded the experts who had once shaken their heads in disbelief. Back in 1968 Sir
Derrick Bailey, a businessman with dual British and South African nationality, had said he
could provide Alderney with a no-frills air service to the other islands in the Channel Islands
group, using the then untried Britten-Norman Islander aircraft. The sceptics had history on
their side. Other airlines attempting to operate from the mainland and inter-island with
sophisticated and proven equipment had all in turn found Alderney uneconomic.
An obscure island only 5.6km (3.5
miles) long and 2.4km (1.5 miles)
wide, it had a tiny population
numbered in hundreds. Without the
air service the only communication
with the outside world would be the
inter-island boat, calling twice a
week, and a hydrofoil operating only
in the holiday season, and both
services were much affected by bad
weather.
The air service carried the island's
mail,
newspapers
and
essential
supplies. It took the residents on
business and domestic trips and
whisked them to hospital in the other
islands or in England when they were
ill. It brought visitors for the island's
small but growing holiday industry.
For Alderney, it was a veritable
lifeline.
The States of Alderney turned for help
to a firm specialising in general
aviation, Glos Air Ltd, of Staverton,
England, who were owned by Sir
Derrick. By coincidence, he had just
bought the first production model of
the twin engine 10 seat Islander,
even though he had not decided what
he was going to do with it!

John Britten (left) hands over the keys of
BN Islander G-AVCN to Glos Air Pilot, Bert
Lane, on 13 August, 1967. Also present
were Desmond Norman (second left) and
Glos Air Chief Pilot, Charles Poole
(Christine Herring)
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There was no question of a subsidy
from the island government. The air
service had to be commercially viable.
It was by now January 1968. There
followed two months of preparation.
An associate company to Glos Air had
to be set up to operate both Sir
Derrick's Islander and a second one
to be leased.

The story goes that no one could think of a title for the airline - the name "Alderney" was
already spoken for. Then someone remembered that the Norman French, who once ruled the
island called it "Aurigny", and thus Aurigny Air Services Ltd was born.

Aurigny Air Services main route map, above and
1968 timetable cover, left
On March 1, 1968, Islander G-AVCN, shiny in yellow, red and black livery, rose from
Alderney bound for Guernsey with a full load of passengers and the hopes of everyone
watching. Those hopes have been wildly exceeded and Aurigny expanded progressively in the
early 1970s to carry over 180,000 passengers a year on an intensive network within the
Channel Islands and over links with England and France.

Aurigny Air Services B-N Islander G-AVCN at Southampton (Eastleigh) Airport
c 1968 (BN Historians)
By 1973 the fleet had grown to three Islanders and four Trislanders. Aurigny was the
first airline to introduce the Trislander, the three engine, 18 seat version of the Islander, on
scheduled service in the Summer of 1971.
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Aurigny Air Services first B-N Trislander C/N 262, G-AYWI (Richard Hunt)
From 990 passengers carried in that first March, the passenger totals rose to 12,450 in
the same month in 1973. The annual tally has soared from 45,988 to 181,433 in the year
ending last February. The total carried from that first hopeful flight to the end of May, 1974,
is a staggering 835,585 passengers, and the landings over six years reached 126,000 last
March. The record for one day was set up on September 4, 1973 when 1,028 passengers flew
Aurigny. Passenger figures so far this year look as if the 1974 total will exceed last year's,
despite a 10% cut in fuel allowance in the year. This remarkable achievement, with a fleet of
planes none of which seats more than 17 passengers, was obtained by a third-level airline
which some doubting prophets said would never get off the ground.

Trislanders G-AZJA and G-BBYO on the ramp at Alderney Airport c 1975
(Chris Unitt)
The passenger figures could have been more impressive but for the weather conditions
in the Channel Islands. These can be quite unpredictable, and include every pest known to
pilots, except perhaps snow which is comparatively rare. Fog is probably the worst enemy,
and it can come quite unexpectedly. At times the islands are bathed in sunshine while
Alderney is murky. Fog has been known even with a 50 knot wind. Flying has had to be
suspended for as long as three days at a time in the middle of Summer, and one memorable
August Aurigny actually chartered three boats to get their passengers away from Alderney.
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In only one year have the monthly graphs failed to curve upwards and that was in 1971
during the winter. They dipped then as the result of the Jersey-Dinard service being axed.
Aurigny had acquired the license to serve the seaside resort in Brittany from BUA at the same
time as the Alderney-Southampton. It attracted plenty of passengers, but they were mostly
day visitors and the fares were uneconomic.

Aurigny Air Services Islander G-AXWP on the snow covered ramp at Alderney
Airport in the winter of 1972 (Chris Unitt)
Aurigny admit that they have made mistakes. There was for example the short-lived
service to Granville, a popular resort south of the Cherbourg peninsula, which started in June
1968, but was beset by operational difficulties, including the need to night-stop at Granville.
The experience gained was invaluable, and that first winter was spent consolidating and
building up the Jersey-Guernsey routes and sorting out the paperwork.
One Trislander is equipped with automatic pilot, and it is hoped to so equip the others.
This follows Sir Derrick's strict insistence on promoting the utmost safety in his airline, a
policy which explains why more flight training goes on than is strictly necessary. The airline
probably has the most experienced Islander and Trislander pilots in the world. Aurigny has 16
pilots on the payroll - 14 British, one Rhodesian and one Dutch - and 54 ground staff.
The Jersey-Guernsey is the busiest and most profitable of the seven sectors flown today,
with no fewer than 24 flights a day in the holiday peaks between April and September. Jersey
and Guernsey, both much larger than Alderney, are traditional resorts for vast numbers of
holidaymakers travelling by air from all parts of Britain, as well as being thriving centres for
commerce with Britain and France.
The big carriers generally find it uneconomic to go into Guernsey. It is much cheaper for
them to operate into Jersey, land all their passengers there, and then turn the 12 or 15
passengers who want Guernsey to Aurigny. Many of the transferred passengers regard the 15
minute flight in a Britten-Norman aircraft with wide views of the beautiful islands from only
1000-2000 ft (300-600 m) as one of the highlights of their visit.
In 1974 a far-reaching re-organisation of the company took place, and as a result four
executive directors were appointed to the board. Each of the island stations has a director;
thus there is John Possnicker at Alderney with the combined post of general manager, Geoff
Whittaker at Jersey and David Niles at Guernsey. Bob Hamer, who is also at Alderney, is flight
operations manager.
Taking the figures over the whole year, Aurigny now carries more passengers to and
from Guernsey than any other airline. The proof of the value of the Islander and Trislander as
feeder-airliners could hardly be more convincingly made.
Britten-Norman News Autumn 1974
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Aurigny Air Services Trislander Operations Flourish
in the 1980s and Beyond
The intensity of Aurigny Air Services’ operations increased further in the 1980s as can be
seen from the 1984 timetable. The long nose variant of the Trislander was introduced into
service and a three blade propeller configuration was adopted for the Trislander’s wing
mounted engines.
Trislander G-JOEY captured the imagination of travellers young and not so young and
inspired a series of Joey the Trislander children’s books written by local author Peter
Seabourne
Aurigny Air Services famous Trislander G-JOEY.

Aurigny Air Services Summer 1984 timetable cover (left)
and flight schedule (below).
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Changing Times for Aurigny Air Services
Aurigny Air Services has changed with the times over the 50 years of operation. The
“trademark” Trislander type, introduced into service in October, 1971, continued in service to
the end of May, 2017. New routes had been opened up to various destinations on the UK
mainland with new types of aircraft such as the ATR 42, ATR 72, and Embraer 195. The
Dornier 228 was selected as the replacement for the Trislander to operate the Guernsey to
Alderney and Alderney to Southampton. The following photos reflect the passing of the
Trislander era for Aurigny Air Services…………

“Those were the days my friend”Aurigny Air Services fleet relies
upon its associated company,
Anglo Normandy Aeroengineering
for maintenance facilities (left)
and the engineering team
essential for keeping the aircraft
in the air (Dave Obyrne)

The last of the lineAurigny Air Services
Trislanders, G-BEVT and
G-RLON (right) on the
ramp at a sunny Guernsey
Airport shortly before
going into retirement.

Sunset departure for an Aurigny Air
Services Trislander.
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More News of Mexican Islander C/N 24 Rebuild
News has just been received from Pedro Arture Ortega in Mexico about progress of the work
to rebuild B-N Islander C/N 24, XA-CUL. From The photos below, Pedro is well supported by
an enthusiastic team and we hope to see more of their progress in the near future.
Certainly what has been achieved so far is an inspiration.
Members of the team are seen here
installing the fin and tail plane.
Pedro Arturo Ortega is on the right
by the fin
(Pedro Arturo Ortega).

The team takes a break for a
group photo alongside their
Islander
(Pedro Arturo Ortega).

Royal Visitor for Roraima Airways
Following on from Prince Harry’s visit to Guyana in January, 2017, when he took a
Trislander flight to Kaiteur Falls, Roraima Airways met up with another royal visitor when
Prince Charles visited the region in November last year after the devastation of many parts
of the Northern Caribbean.

Prince Charles meets up with local officials
after disembarking from Trislander 8R-GRD
(Gerry Gouveia).

Capt. Gerry Gouveia (centre) greets
Prince Charles on his arrival
(Gerry Gouveia).

From local press reports “It was a day filled with service to His Royal Highness, Prince
Charles”, according to Capt. Gerry Gouveia of Roraima Airways, who flew the heir to the
throne during his visit to the Northern Caribbean in the airline’s flagship Trislander. It was
reported that Prince Charles had visited Antigua and Barbuda over the weekend to assess
the damage there from the recent hurricanes.
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New Zealand Islanders
Two Islander operators in New Zealand feature in the photos below that were recently
posted on BNAPS facebook page. Fly My Sky operates to the Great Barrier Islands in
North Island and the Milford Sound Islanders operate in South Island.

Milford Sound Islanders ZK-DBV, C/N 164,
and ZK-MCD, C/N 718, are seen here at
Dunedin, South Island (Paul Jeffery).

Fly My Sky Islander ZK-EVO, C/N 785,
taking off. Fly My Sky currently has a
fleet of four Islanders (Paul Le Roy).

NorthStar and North America’s Shortest International Flight
Henry Emson, owner of NorthStar
Air Tours, plans to operate daily
flights between Victoria Island
British Columbia, Canada, and
Washington State, USA, using its
B-N Islander C-GCXF, C/N 84.
On 18 January 18 2018 it was
announced that NorthStar Air
Tours has received approval from
the FAA and US DOT to operate
scheduled air services between
Sidney
Victoria
International
Airport, BC, the San Juan Islands,
and Bellingham, WA.. It is
understood that NorthStar will
begin flight operations on 2
February, 2018.

Map showing NorthStar’s international route from Sidney
Airport, Vancouver Island, Canada to Friday Harbor, San
Juan Islands, USA (NorthStar).

The flights will serve a number of
destinations
including
Friday
Harbor, San Juan Island, and
Eastsound, Orcas Island. The
flight time between Sidney Airport
and Friday Harbor is just 12
minutes and is claimed as the
shortest international flight in
North
America.
For
more
information go to:

www.northstarairtours.com

NothStar’s BN-2A-26 Islander C-GCXF, C/N 84.
Note use of four blade MT propellers (NorthStar)
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Wight Aviation Heritage Tours
East Cowes

Price

Ryde

First tour will
be on
Saturday 24
March.

All inclusive
–
£79.50 per
person
payment in
advance.
Bembridge

Sandown





2018 Tour
Dates

Further dates will
be arranged
subject to
demand.

Tour will be escorted with full briefing at each stop.
Price includes souvenir Wight Heritage Tour brochure
12 people/tour

Itinerary
Meet at Southsea Hovertravel Terminal at 0915 for Hovercraft flight Southsea to
Ryde, departing 0930.
Travel by mini-bus to:


East Cowes to see flying boat exhibits and Saunders-Roe Columbine
Works



Sandown Airport and to see the Wight Aviation Museum’s progress
before its opening



Bembridge Airport including light lunch at The Propeller Inn



BNAPS workshop in Ryde to view restoration of B-N Islander G-AVCN

Last stop Ryde Hovertravel Terminal for Hovercraft flight Ryde to Southsea,
departing 1645.
Wight Aviation Heritage Tours will help raise funds for Britten-Norman
Aircraft Preservation Society (BNAPS) to support restoration of the
historic B-N Islander, G-AVCN, the oldest Islander in existence.

For further details and a booking form please contact:
Wight Aviation Heritage Tours c/o BNAPS, 7, William Close
Fareham, Hampshire, PO14 2PQ
Tel 01329 315561
Mob 07840036216
Email solentaeromarine@hotmail.co.uk
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Wight Aviation Heritage Tours – Special Rate for BNAPS
Supporters Club Members
BNAPS Supporters Club members taking up a place on the Wight Aviation
Tour advertised on page 31 will benefit from a discounted rate of £72.50.
Price of a tour for BNAPS Supporters on the Isle of Wight will be £60.00.

B-N Caps now back in stock
B-N caps with original style logo are now
back in stock.
Caps are priced at £8.00 each + £2.00 UK
post and packaging. Overseas / bulk order
post and packaging and will be quoted
separately.
Please contact Rita Edgcumbe at BNAPS
Sales to place your order:
sales@bnaps.org.uk
BNAPS on the Internet - information about BNAPS, including back issues of BNAPS
News, can now be found from the following link: www.bnaps.org.uk

More BNAPS Supporters Needed
If any BNAPS Supporters Club member knows of someone
who would be interested in joining please pass on contact
details to our BNAPS Membership Secretary, Rita
Edgcumbe at sales@bnaps.org.uk
The principal aims of the BNAPS Supporters Club are:
“to assist BNAPS to preserve the history and aircraft of
Britten-Norman through member donations and to provide
assistance with the day-to-day operations of the charity”
Anyone with an interest in local aviation heritage is
welcome.
As a point of clarification, whilst BNAPS has contact with
B-N Group from time to time, as a charitable trust BNAPS
is an independent organisation.

Forthcoming BNAPS Events
Saturday 3 March 2018 – BNAPS Workshop Open
Day and Celebration of 50 Years since Islander
G-AVCN made the first passenger flight for Aurigny
Air Services on 1 March 1968. 1100 -1600 at BNAPS
restoration workshop near Ryde – more details to
follow
Saturday 16 June 2018 (Provisional) – “Charlie
November” official unveiling – details and final
confirmation to follow.
If anyone needs more information about BNAPS activities
and what is happening please do not hesitate to get in
touch.
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BNAPS
BNAPS is a Registered Charity,
No. 1100735, set up to
"preserve the history and
aircraft of Britten-Norman with
the support of members’
subscriptions, sponsorship and
donations"
BNAPS registered address is:
7, William Close
FAREHAM,
Hampshire,
PO14 2PQ
Trustees are Peter Graham,
Bob Wilson, Guy Palmer and
Bob Wealthy.
Bob Wealthy is currently the
Trust Chairman.

How to contact BNAPS:
Email:
bob@bnaps.org.uk
Telephone: 01329
315561
Post:
BNAPS (Dept NL)
c/o
7, William Close,
FAREHAM,
Hampshire,
PO14 2PQ.

